
Sustaining climate change: comments on the Newquay Cornwall 
Airport Draft Masterplan for consultation 

 
This document attempts to justify the expansion of Newquay airport and 
the further spending of public money on this project. It is a testament to 
the utter failure of imagination displayed by policy makers in Cornwall 
when confronted by the threat of man-induced climate change. It is 
rooted in the failed policies of the past generation, unable to move on 
from the high carbon dreams of the 1970s. Its inability to grasp the way 
the world will have to change during the 21st century begs belief. 
 
While its details are marked by the usual farrago of rhetoric, subjective 
claims and assertions, absence of evidence and a series of particularly 
irritating and patronising questions, my brief comments here focus mainly 
on the larger context. I intend to deal with what we can only assume are 
the deliberate confusions and contradictions that litter Chapter 15 (Carbon 
Impact Assessment). As these purport to be based on the Carbon Impact 
Study (ENTEC, 2008) commissioned by the Council we will also make 
reference to that document. 
 
 
The context: dangerous climate change 
Even the Labour Government in principle recognises the catastrophe that 
global warming poses for the planet, although its reaction hardly displays 
the necessary degree of urgency. Nonetheless, it has now committed itself 
through the Climate Change Act 2008 to cutting carbon emissions by 26% 
by 2020 from a 1990 baseline and by 80% by 2050. Unfortunately, if this 
were a global policy, it would still allow CO2 concentrations to peak at 
around 550ppm (parts per million). The Stern Report concludes that 2oC is 
the level above which even more dangerous levels of climate change will 
occur but 550ppm creates a staggering 99% chance of exceeding 2oC and 
a 24% chance of exceeding 4oC (Stern, 2006, iii and 295). Other studies 
suggest that temperature rises above 2oC will take us beyond the tipping 
point so that global warming becomes unstoppable. 
 
It is therefore imperative that government, both centrally and locally, 
shows some leadership and takes every opportunity to reduce carbon 
emissions so that we restructure towards a low carbon economy. 
Government has to set an example to the people that certain aspects of 
lifestyle are unsustainable and have to be foregone in order to avoid 
dangerous climate change. However, in this document we find Cornwall 
County Council doing precisely the opposite. Here it is proposing not a 
responsible reduction of carbon emission but a huge increase, pandering 
to the unsustainable lifestyles of the largely middle class and leisure users 
of Newquay airport. 
 
I will pose my own questions for the anonymous authors of this 
document. The first and most obvious is …  
 
 
Is not the aim of the plan to increase carbon emissions massively from 
civil aviation at Newquay totally irresponsible given the above context? 



 
 
Most commentators now agree that in terms of controlling climate change 
aviation is the elephant in the room. Aviation has a major impact on 
carbon emissions and is growing faster than any other source of 
greenhouse gases. Moreover, the emission of carbon by planes is far 
worse than an equivalent amount of greenhouse gases emitted at the 
surface.  
 
It is therefore dawning on people that unless growth in aviation ceases 
then its projected increase will negate the cuts in carbon being made by 
other sectors. It is clear that aviation growth is not only incompatible with 
a low carbon economy; it makes the achievement of that low carbon 
economy ever more remote (Monbiot, 2007, 170-88). And yet here are 
proposals blithely proposing an almost four-fold increase in carbon 
emissions from civil aviation by 2030! 
 
 
Carbon criminals 
Let’s focus on the contradictions of chapter 15 which arise either from 
basic innumeracy or deliberate misrepresentation of the evidence in the 
Carbon Impact Study.  
 
Both the Masterplan and Carbon Impact Study spend a great deal of space 
trying rather desperately to prove that Newquay Airport is less carbon 
costly than other airports (it might be now but under these plans which 
envisage a huge rise in long distance flights it will certainly not be by 
2030) and not much more carbon costly than rail travel. However, the 
central issue is not whether expanding Newquay airport is slightly less 
carbon-costly than other airports or only slightly more carbon-costly than 
alternative surface transport. The important question that all this is 
presumably designed to deflect attention from is how much will carbon 
emissions rise as a result of a four-fold expansion in the numbers 
of people using the airport by 2030? This is the ‘baseline projection’. 
It could be as high as five-fold while the low projection is still an 
unsustainable three-fold.  
 
On page 15.3 we are informed that the carbon cost of civil aviation at 
Newquay was 15,300 tonnes of CO2 in 2007. On page 15.4 it is stated 
that the baseline forecast is a 12.6% growth in carbon emissions, from 
34,000 to 44,000 tonnes. But like is by no means being compared here 
with like. By including the military aviation carbon cost (which has now 
ceased) the authors deliberately understate the rise in emissions from 
expanding the civil airport. By their own figures this is a rise of around 
29,000 tonnes, from 15,000 to 44,000, just below the trebling of 
passenger volume that they predict.  
 
However, even this economy with the truth turns out not to be the full 
story. Strangely, the document fails explicitly to discuss the added effects 
of aviation emissions on climate change, noted above. According to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2001), aviation has a 
warming effect 2.7 times that of carbon alone. The failure of the 



document to mention this explicitly is stranger still as the Carbon Impact 
Study, from which they derive their figures, discusses this extra effect and 
that of what it calls ‘radiative forcing’ at great length (ENTEC, 2008, 50). 
They use a multiplication factor of 1.5 to allow for this. While this is 
considerably below the 2.7 used by other observers, let’s accept it at face 
value. The result is a carbon emission equivalent of 52,815 tonnes by 
2030 according to the study, an increase of 380% on the emissions of 
2006/07. 
 
 

Why does this figure of 52,815 appear nowhere in Chapter 15? 
 
 
But even this failure to report the true carbon cost of Newquay Airport is 
not the end of the tale. The consultants’ report, which at least is properly 
referenced and much more credible than the Masterplan, states on page 
89 that ‘carbon dioxide emissions from NCA [Newquay Cornwall Airport] in 
2006 are approximately 16,000 tonnes (excluding military movements) 
and are forecast to increase to 57,000 tonnes by 2030’. 
 
This straightforward conclusion that the airport will lead to a 356% 
increase in carbon emissions is nowhere cited in the Masterplan despite 
being the key conclusion of the consultants. (There is in fact a mention of 
60,000 tonnes of CO2 on page 16.2, which makes absolutely no sense at 
all if the Carbon Impact Study is not consulted. It is entirely absent from 
the all-important chapter 15 on carbon impact.) Furthermore, when the 
true cost is finally admitted in passing, highly questionable assumptions 
are then employed about carbon savings from people switching from car 
to plane to come up with a ‘net’ carbon emission of ‘only’ 44,000 tonnes, 
the same figure that is used in chapter 15 and clearly its unexplained 
source. 
 
 
The consequences 
Despite the near four-fold increase in carbon emissions, the Masterplan 
can brazenly assert that ‘adverse climate change impacts from the growth 
of the airport are likely to be minimal’ (p15.6). This is a definition of 
‘minimal’ that stretches the elasticity of the English language to its limits. 
To reach this Orwellian conclusion they have had in chapter 15 to 
massage the figures, distort and misrepresent the findings of their own 
consultants, and fail to compare like with like. 
 
The Masterplan claims that if 60% savings in carbon emissions are made 
by 2030 the airport will only contribute 2% of Cornwall’s total and ‘if 
planned emission cuts rise to 80% it will be 3%’. (15.4) This is not the 
case. (There is evidence of a basic innumeracy here – an 80% cut in 
current amounts of CO2 emitted is equal to 20% of the current level. A 
60% cut equals 40% of the current level. Therefore an 80% cut is bound 
to double the relative contribution of the airport to the total emissions 
level.) 
 
I therefore did my own calculations. 



 
 
The total carbon dioxide emissions for Cornwall in 2006 are, according to 
the South West Observatory, 
 

4,296,000 tonnes 
 

 A 60% cut by 2030 reduces this to   and an 80% cut reduces it to 
 
1,718,400     859,200 

 
 
The projected carbon dioxide emissions of Newquay airport in 2030 is 
forecast to be  
 

57,000 
 

which is 3.3% of the total if a 60% cut occurs 
or 6.6% of an 80% cut 

 
 
This can be looked at in another way. If there is a 60% cut in emissions, 
the airport’s contributions to the Cornish total rises by a factor of at least 
eight - from the current 0.4% to 3.3%. If there is an 80% cut, it rises to 
6.6%. These may seem relatively small figures, but they involve an eight 
to sixteen fold rise in the relative contribution of the airport to Cornwall’s 
global warming effect within a mere generation. As well as being 
unsustainable this level of growth in carbon emissions means that extra 
savings have to be made elsewhere if we are to make up for the increased 
pollution from the airport. 
 
 
Which sectors does the County Council propose will make up the shortfall 
caused by the extra carbon costs resulting from better-off sections of the 
population flying more? Will the Cornish people be asked again to pay an 
extra price for current unsustainable policies that focus merely on 
accommodating the demands of a relatively prosperous metropolitan 
market? 
 
 
Instead of congratulating themselves on saving 19,000 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide produced by the former military air station at St Mawgan, the 
County Council is determined to replace this more than three times over 
in little more than two decades! 
 
 
Newquay airport – the County Council’s case 
According to this document, it seems that growth of the airport is 
‘necessary’ because it is a ‘key driver of the whole Cornish economy’ 
(CCC, 2008, 4.1) This is transparently not the case. The airport employs a 
mere 220 workers, around 0.1% of the Cornish labour force. Even if we 
include indirect jobs it is only 400+. But as many as a half of these jobs 



are low paid and because of the airport’s reliance on low cost anti-union 
employers the pressure will be to reduce labour costs. The economic case 
for the airport is in fact grossly over-stated and based on airy assertions. 
It ignores much of the research evidence that aviation does not encourage 
economic growth, even unsustainable neo-liberal and inegalitarian 
economic growth (Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road 
Assessment, 2006; Oxford Economic Forecasting, 1999, 39). Even the 
Regional Development Agency’s research led them to conclude that ‘the 
relationship between high growth sectors in the region and air travel 
appears to be weak’ and ‘air travel may not necessarily be a pre-requisite 
for economic growth’ (SWRDA, 2007). 
 
The real purpose of expanding the airport is to enable more people to 
make leisure related trips to and from Cornwall and to support the 
building of 48,000 extra houses in Cornwall by 2026 (CCC, 2008, 5.10). 
The negative social, cultural and environmental effects of this excessive 
and unsustainable growth, or its roots in the failed policies of the past 
generation, are not explored or even hinted at in this document. 
 
Indeed, the document is coy about the reasons why people fly to and from 
Cornwall. It presents no hard data and we are forced to rely on a bar 
chart on page 3.8. However, this appears to suggest that only about 20-
25% of passengers are on business trips; the rest are holidaying or 
visiting friends.  
 
 
Are the authors happy that carbon emissions will increase by a factor of 
3.8 in less than 25 years merely in order to accommodate population 
growth and up-market tourism? 
 
 
CoSERG has noted that 40% of the flights from Newquay are to 
destinations that can be reached in about four hours by alternative, less 
carbon-costly, transport systems. So almost half of the journeys from 
Newquay are perfectly feasible by other means that add a mere hour or 
two to people’s travel times. The increase in carbon emissions appears to 
be designed to encourage unnecessary and selfish consumption of the 
earth’s resources.  
 
 
The Council and its consultants 
The Masterplan to some extent relies on the conclusions drawn in the 
Carbon Impact Study to bolster its case for the airport. The consultants, 
ENTEC UK Ltd, a company based in Manchester, are specialists in 
‘engineering, environment and safety’, but they are not specialists in 
economics, cultural studies, politics or sociology. This may partly explain 
why, having carefully exposed the massive increase in the carbon costs of 
expanding Newquay airport, they can still reach the contradictory 
conclusion that this ‘development’ ‘can proceed within the UK framework 
of transport in a future low carbon economy’. The reasons they can reach 
this conclusion, so completely at odds with their analysis of the 



unacceptable environmental consequences of encouraging an expansion of 
aviation, are threefold. 
 
First, their summary of the economic case in favour is, in contrast to their 
analysis of the environmental costs, shallow and uncritical. It takes 
various unsubstantiated assertions at face value and appears either to 
ignore or be unaware of the studies we mention above (and see Baines, 
2007). As they implicitly admit, they are not experts in economics. 
 
Second, they are able to reach this amazing conclusion only because the 
UK framework for transport is itself a contradictory mess. Central 
government has not yet realised the simple fact that continuing to 
encourage the expansion of aviation, for example by building another 
runway at Heathrow, is completely at variance with meeting the targets 
they themselves have set in the 2008 Climate Act, let alone the greater 
and more rapid reductions in carbon emissions that are now actually 
required to avoid a global disaster. 
 
Third, like all consultants, ENTEC cannot bite the hands that feed them. 
Conclusions that are diametrically opposite to the wishes of their 
paymasters are risky. The consultancy business is effectively a fraud, 
whereby firms make £millions (£60 million a year in ENTEC’s case) by 
giving government organisations the answers they want to hear. ENTEC, 
‘creating the environment for business’ is doing exactly that – in the final 
instance letting business destroy the environment in the name of the 
profit motive. And the policies promoted in the Masterplan sacrifice any 
vestige of political vision or care for future generations or the planet itself 
to short and middle term business objectives. 
 
 
Subjectivity 
The most bizarre example of subjective methodology in the Masterplan is 
employed on page 11.4. Here, a matrix is provided that purports to 
‘appraise’ the options. Yet the apparently technical appraisal is actually a 
series of extremely questionable subjective assertions. Thus it is stated 
that closing the airport will have a negative effect on ‘poverty and social 
exclusion’ and a very strong negative effect on ‘sustainable economic 
growth and employment’. On the other hand increasing carbon emissions 
four-fold is presumably sustainable. These claims are entirely without 
foundation and quite plainly preposterous. 
 
 
 
Big is best 
Readers of the Masterplan may ask why policy makers in Truro are so 
determined to spend public money on increasing Cornwall’s contribution to 
global warming. They may ask how this is supposed to sit with policies 
that attempt to present Cornwall as at the forefront of greening 
technology. The answer lies in a search for prestige and status. ‘Regional 
airports’ like Plymouth, Exeter or Bristol, are seen as an essential part of 
that status. Without the noise of aircraft passing overhead a region cannot 
possibly be a self-respecting region. To some extent I can sympathise 



with the goal if not the means. However, the economic, social, cultural 
and environmental costs of continuing with this project are too great. 
Especially as there are other ways of gaining real prestige and status, for 
example by campaigning consistently and seriously for a Regional 
Assembly or by establishing Cornwall at the leading edge of a low carbon 
economy that can point the way towards a genuinely sustainable society 
and economy. This example of hubris has no place in that future. 
 
Now is precisely the time to promote alternative strategies of social and 
economic wellbeing and help build a non-carbon dependent economy. 
Efforts to position Cornwall as a seedbed for new environmentally 
sensitive technology and sustainable initiatives are appallingly 
compromised by an unnecessary and backward-looking reliance on 
aviation and the high carbon technology it entails. Moreover, expanding 
the airport carries the added danger of exposing Cornwall to ridicule as 
the contradictions of ‘greenness’ and ‘aviation’ sink home. 
 
Continuing with a ‘business as usual’ strategy posited on no limits to 
growth, the approach that underlies this ‘plan’ is now as outdated as the 
dodo. Underlying the plan is a set of assumptions that have failed to shift 
since the 1970s - unsustainable population growth, high carbon transport 
technologies, over-reliance on a mass tourist sector. The possibility that 
these may actually reinforce the fragilities and instabilities of the Cornish 
economy are overlooked in a rush to embrace over-large ‘transformational 
projects’ that further exacerbate the problem. 
 
Furthermore, the authors of this strategy ignore the politics that underpin 
airport expansion. These lock the Cornish people and their economy into a 
colonial relationship with a metropolitan class over-dependent on the 
vagaries of the financial sector and determined to suburbanise Cornwall. 
Indeed, the Masterplan amusingly claims that an expanded airport will 
enhance the ‘quality of life’ by providing ‘convenient’ access to ‘cultural, 
religious and sporting events’ (presumably these do not happen in 
Cornwall) (p.13.3). It will also enhance ‘social cohesion in terms of access 
to the educational, cultural and political instructions [sic; presumably 
institutions is meant - an interesting Freudian slip] in major UK cities (and 
especially London)’ (p.5.2). This patronising and frankly insulting 
metropolitanism appears not to have heard of technologies such as 
telephone conferencing, let alone online meetings. Instead, we are told we 
have to regularly scurry to London, the implication plainly being that 
Cornwall will remain forever in a subservient and colonial relationship with 
the South East of England. Surely it makes much more sense for the 
County Council to seek to break that relationship rather than strengthen it 
and in the process encourage damaging increases in carbon emissions and 
dangerous global warming. 
 
 
 
How much money has been spent in total on this project, including 
consultants fees and how much is planned to be spent? 
 
 



 
A better alternative 
The current failure of neo-liberal economics presents us with a golden 
opportunity to embrace a low carbon economy and create sustainable 
employment. Is the County Council prepared to take that opportunity? 
The first step will be to scrap this irresponsible and wasteful scheme and 
use the money thus saved (although this document appears to suggest 
that because money has already been wasted it has to continue to be 
siphoned into the black hole of the regional airport dream!) to invest in a 
green New Deal, supporting and encouraging investment in a low carbon 
economy. There is still a chance that Cornwall can play an important role 
as a leading region of the 21st century European economy and at the same 
time do its bit to help save the planet. But has the Council either the will 
or the vision to embrace it? On the evidence of this document sadly the 
answer is no. 
 

Bernard Deacon,  
Redruth, January 2009 
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